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Abstract

Drift waves are commonly held responsible for anomalous transport in tokamak con-

figurations and in particular for the anomalously high heat loss. The next generation

of stellarators on the other hand are hoped to be characterized by a much smaller

neo-classical transport and by particle confinement close to that of tokamaks. There

is nevertheless a strong interest in the stellarator community to study the properties

of drift waves in 3D magnetic configurations. To serve this interest we have de-

veloped the first global gyrokinetic code, EUTERPE, aimed at the investigation of

linear drift wave stability in general toroidal geometry. The physical model assumes

electrostatic waves and adiabatic electrons. EUTERPE is a particle-in-cell (PIC)

code in which the gyrokinetic Poisson equation is discretized with the finite element

method defined in the PEST-1 system of magnetic coordinates. The magnetic ge-

ometry is provided by the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equilibrium code VMEC.

The complete 3D model has been successfully validated in toroidal axisymmetric

and straight helical geometries and has permitted the first simulation of unstable

global ITG driven modes in non-axisymmetric toroidal configurations. As a first ap-

plication, two configurations have been studied, the Quasi-Axially symmetric Stel-

larator with three fields periods (QAS3) currently one system under consideration at

the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory and the Helically Symmetric experiment

(HSX) which has recently started operation at the University of Wisconsin. QAS3 is

characterized by a tokamak-like field in the outer part of the torus. In this structure

the drift waves are mainly affected by the magnetic shear and barely by the shape of

the plasma. Also, the results are very close to those obtained for a tokamak. On the

other hand, results for the HSX configuration, which is characterized by a dominant

helical magnetic field, show a clear 3D effect, namely a strong toroidal variation of

the drift wave mode structure. This variation is a clear structure of the 3D plasma

shape. However, first results show that the growth rate of the ITG driven mode is

largely unaffected by this effect.



Version abrégée

II est généralement admis que les ondes de dérives sont à l'origine du transport

anormal observé dans les tokamaks, en particulier des très fortes pertes thermiques

ioniques. La prochaine génération de stellarators quant à elle sera caractérisée, du

moins l'espère t-on, par un faible transport néoclassique et un confinement des par-

ticules proche de celui des tokamaks. Néanmoins, la communauté des stellarators est

aujoud'hui très fortement intéressée par les propriétés des ondes de dérives dans des

configurations magnétiques 3D. Pour répondre à cette attente, nous avons développé

le premier code gyrocinétique global, EUTERPE, destiné à l'étude de la stabilité des

ondes de dérives dans des geometries toriques quelconques. Utilisant l'approximation

électrostatique et le modèle des électrons adiabatiques, EUTERPE est un code par-

ticulaire (PIC) dans lequel l'équation gyrocinétique de Poisson est résolue à l'aide

de la méthode des éléments finis, ceux-ci étant exprimés dans le système de coor-

données magnétiques PEST-1. La géométrie magnétique est fournie par le code de

calcul d'équilibres magnétohydrodynamiques (MHD) VMEC. L'ensemble fut validé

avec succès d'une part dans une configuration toroïdale axisymétrique et d'autre part

dans deux configurations droites à symétrie hélicoïdale. Comme première applica-

tion, nous avons étudié deux configurations, le Stellarator Quasi-Axisymétrique à 3

périodes (QAS3) et la configuration expérimentale à Symétrie Helicoidale (HSX) qui

a été récemment mise en service à l'Université du Wisconsin. QAS3 est caractérisé

par un champ magnétique similaire à celui d'un tokamak dans la partie extérieure

du tore. Dans une telle configuration, les ondes de dérives sont principalement régies

par le cisaillement magnétique et très peu influencées par la forme du plasma. Les

résultats sont donc très proches de ceux observés dans les tokamaks. A l'opposé, les

résultats obtenus avec HSX qui est caractérisée par un champ magnétique fortement

hélicoïdale, ont clairement mis en évidence un effet 3D. Celui-ci, une forte variation

toroïdale de la forme de l'onde de dérive, découle clairement des caractéristiques 3D

de cette configuration. Toutefois, les résultats montrent que cet effet reste faible sur
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le taux de croissance de l'onde de dérive.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The subject

In a controlled thermonuclear fusion reactor the nuclei of hydrogen isotopes fuse

together to make heavier elements giving off a tremendous amount of energy [1].

In order to induce this process and maintain a substantial rate of reactions it is

necessary to heat the fuel to an extreme temperature. For example the cross-section

of the Deuterium-Tritium fusion reaction reaches its maximum at temperatures of

the order of 100 keV, and it can be shown that ignition, i.e. when enough reactions

take place for the process to become self-sustaining, occurs at about 10 keV. At

such temperatures the fuel is in the state of a fully ionized plasma, and hence

can be confined using a magnetic field. However, the confinement of such a high

temperature plasma is extremely difficult, the plasma energy leaks out by various

means, such as particle diffusion, heat conduction, radiation emission, etc. In a

thermonuclear reactor, in order to compensate these losses, energy must be confined

for a time which allows enough particles to react. The Lawson criterion is a statement

of this condition and reads for a Deuterium-Tritium plasma at T = 20 keV [1] :

UTE > 102177T3S (1.1)

where n is the plasma density and TE is the energy confinement time.

Therefore the energy confinement time plays an important role in the feasibility

of a thermonuclear reactor.



As already mentioned, a magnetic field can be used to confine a plasma. The

closed toroidal magnetic configurations nowadays are the leading candidates for a

reactor. In these configurations magnetic coils produce a strong toroidal magnetic

field. However a pure toroidal magnetic cannot hold the plasma in equilibrium

because of its 1/R dependence. The magnetic pressure on the inside of the config-

uration is stronger than that on the outside resulting in an outward radial force.

Furthermore, particles are drifting in the vertical direction due to the combined ef-

fects of the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field ( V S drift) and the centrifugal force

(curvature drift). The resulting drifts are in opposite directions for ions and elec-

trons, and the electric field due to the charge separation drives an outgoing plasma

flow (Ê x B drift).

In order to remove both problems, the outward radial force and the vertical

drifts of particles, it is necessary to provide a helical twist to the magnetic field

lines, this by surimposing a poloidal component to the magnetic field. Here appear

two classes of toroidal magnetic systems : the tokamak where the poloidal magnetic

field is obtained by including a toroidal plasma current, and the stellarator where

the poloidal field is created by external coils. A great advantage of the tokamak

over the stellarator is its axisymmetry: the system is homogeneous in the toroidal

direction. This symmetry considerably simplifies many physical problems (particle

confinement, MHD equilibrium and stability, etc) reducing them to 2 dimensions.

The system has however also inherent disadvantages. The toroidal plasma current

can lead to MHD instabilities which can destroy the plasma confinement. Fur-

thermore, as the current usually is produced by transformer action, the tokamak

cannot be operated in steady-state. During the last thirty years it has nevertheless

been the most studied and the most developed configuration, partly because of its

relative simplicity and partly because some of its problems can be mitigated (e.g.

current drive). With its lead over its competitors of about 20 years it still is the first

candidate for a thermonuclear reactor.



Unfortunately transport of energy in a tokamak is still not well understood.

Theory based on Coulomb collisions, the neoclassical theory, predicts a transport

weaker than observed in tokamak experiments [2]. These enhanced losses are called

"anomalous transport" and are attributed to small scale plasma turbulence [3]. The

idea is that the fluctuating electric field associated with the turbulence causes a

convection of the plasma across the confining magnetic field. A tokamak plasma

is unstable to short wavelength instabilities driven by the spatial gradient of tem-

perature and density. Generally these microinstabilities are classified in terms of

the waves which can propagate in an inhomogeneous plasma and are also called

drift waves because of the dominant role of particle drifts for such instabilities. It

is now commonly accepted that the turbulence resulting from the nonlinear sat-

uration of microinstabilities, particularly Ion Temperature Gradient (ITG) driven

modes, plays an important role in the anomalous transport observed in tokamaks

[4, 5]. ITG modes have been studied intensively theoretically and experimentally in

tokamaks, a brief history of these studies is given in [6]. As the drift waves are char-

acterized by frequencies much smaller than the ion cyclotron frequency [7] hence,

strongly interacting with particles, they require a kinetic model for a full description.

The best suited equations for the study of such slow phenomena are the gyrokinetic

equations, which are obtained by averaging the Vlasov-Maxwell equations over the

fast Larmor motion [8].

The stellarator concept has known a less successful development than the toka-

mak although it was one of the earliest in fusion history: it had been proposed

by Spitzer [9] in 1951. The great disadvantage of the stellarator is the complexity

resulting from its fully 3D nature. Theoretical and experimental investigations are

difficult to be carried through. This confinement concept has, however, also its in-

herent advantages; as it is not based on a net toroidal current the MHD current

instabilities (tokamak disruptions, tearing modes) can be avoided and the operation

is inherently steady-state. These advantages together with its theoretical "beauty"



[10] have made the fusion community to pursue the stellarator development with

more and more vigour again in the last two decades.

The lack of symmetry is the main problem of a full 3D configuration, small neo-

classical transport and confinement of a particles, which are a minimum requirement

for a reactor, are very difficult to achieve. In order to recover the good neoclassical

confinement properties of symmetric configurations, quasi-symmetric (QS) systems

have been proposed [11]. They are 3D configurations in which the guiding center

equations of motion conserve an additional integral of motion as in symmetric sys-

tems. For such configurations, Boozer has shown that the modulus of the magnetic

field has to be symmetric in magnetic coordinates [12]. Several projects based on this

principle are currently developed, for example the Helically Symmetric experiment

(HSX) at the University of Wisconsin [13] and the National Compact Stellarator

experiment (NCSX) [14] a quasi-axisymmetric stellarator at the Princeton Plasma

Physics Laboratory. Unfortunately if a QS configuration provides good neoclassi-

cal properties, it does not at the same time fulfill other essential conditions like

those for good MHD stability at high pressure [11]. Still characterized by the same

condition, viz. a stellarator with small neoclassical transport and a good particles

confinement, other concepts have been proposed, for example the quasi-isodynamic

concept [15], implemented in the Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) project [16]. This device

under construction will fulfill all the conditions required by a reactor.

1.2 Current status

While good neoclassical properties are expected within the next generation of stel-

larators, the currently operating devices are characterized by a strong neoclassical

transport. In contrast with tokamaks, there is however no experimental evidence of

anomalous transport in the plasma core in these devices. Transport in stellarators

is currently well explained with the help of the neoclassical theory except near the

edge of the configurations where turbulence occurs [17]. This explains the small



number of theoretical studies on anomalous transport in these devices. As the stel-

larator experiments become larger and more expensive the theory ought to prepare

interpretation tools even if, in the best case, they will not be needed. Since the de-

velopment of these tools will take several years it is now time to address the question

of anomalous transport in alternative magnetic confinement systems by starting to

study related drift waves.

In an early work in 1983, Bhattacharjee [18] has studied the linear stability of

drift waves in a straight L=2 stellarator which is a 2D configuration with helical

symmetry. Using a ballooning formalism [19], he investigated the spatial structure

of the electrostatic drift wave along a magnetic field line. Assuming cold ions and

adiabatic electrons, he showed that such helically symmetric drift modes localize in

helical ripple wells. Only ten years later, Dominguez [20] continued the initial work

of Bhattacharjee, discussing the destabilizing effects of helically trapped electrons.

Waltz and Boozer [21], still using the same model, have shown the main influence of

local ripple shear rather than global average shear on the radial localization of the

cold ion drift mode. Persson [22] has computed the linear spectrum of this mode

but still in a 2D helically symmetric configuration.

Lewandowski has performed the first simulations of electrostatic drift wave in

a full 3D configuration, the toroidal heliac Hl-NF [23]. He studied collisional drift

waves using a linear fluid model [24], and collisionless drift waves using a linear

gyrokinetic model [25]. For both studies, the system of equations is solved as initial-

value problem but still along a single magnetic field line. Recently Kendl [26], using

the model of refs [18, 20, 21, 22], has investigated the properties of the cold ion drift

wave in three different full 3D configurations; the results showed a strong influence

of the local shear on the linear stability of the drift wave. Lastly, Rewoldt [27] has

extended his kinetic FULL code to non axisymmetric configurations, he obtained

similar stability properties in a tokamak and in a quasi-axially symmetric stellarator.

It should be noted that all the above mentioned works reduce a full 3D problem to



a one-dimensional problem where the potential is computed only along one magnetic

field line. With such a local model each magnetic field line is independent, the

coupling between magnetic surfaces and the coupling between magnetic field lines

along a given magnetic surface are neglected. In other words, this model cannot

treat perpendicular propagation. Also as pointed out by Kendl [26], finding the

most unstable mode with such a model is very expensive, because a large number

of magnetic field lines need to be taken into account in order to cover completely

the configuration. Only with a global approach can such a problem be solved in a

straightforward and transparent way.

Villard [28] was the first to develop a global linear gyrokinetic code for a non-

tokamak configuration. He adapted the 2D axisymmetric GYGLES code [29] to a

2D helically symmetric geometry. He identified a new class of ITG driven modes,

the so-called "Helical-ITG" mode which is driven by the drift induced by the helical

geometry. Hatzky [30] has also modified the GYGLES code, and has adapted it

to a 2D-reduced model of the W7-X stellarator, a bumpy configuration which is

characterized by a poloidal symmetry. Both new versions of GYGLES gave us

a better understanding of drift waves in non-tokamak geometry, furthermore the

helical version of GYGLES allowed us to validate the full 3D code.

This thesis is organized as follows : In Chap. 2 the physical model is presented to-

gether with a short introduction to the main features of the ITG instability. Chapter

3 describes the numerical methods used during this work and, in particular, presents

the coupling between our full 3D code and the VMEC equilibrium code. The valida-

tion of the code in axisymmetric and helically symmetric configurations is presented

in Chap. 4. First results for real 3D configurations are given in chapter 5, followed

by the conclusions in chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Physical model

In a plasma characterized by an averaged plasma pressure (p) much smaller than

the averaged magnetic pressure {B2), drift waves are essentially ion acoustic waves

destabilized by the inhomogeneities of the plasma [7]. They are characterized by a

low frequency, œ < 1MHz <C Q, and a long parallel wavelength u/k\\ » vthi] the ion

cyclotron frequency Q fa 100 MHz in a typical fusion reactor and only long parallel

wavelengths can avoid strong ion Landau damping due to wave-ion interaction. Here,

vthi and k\\ denote the thermal velocity of the ions and the parallel component to

the magnetic field of the wave vector k, respectively.

These basic properties of drift waves define the physical model used during this

work. The plasma is modeled by gyrokinetic ions and adiabatic electrons, and we

follow the linear time evolution of quasi-neutral electrostatic perturbations of the

local Maxwellian distribution function in a 3D magnetic configuration.

Our model will allow us to describe two particular classes of drift waves, the Ion

Temperature Gradient (ITG) driven mode and the Trapped Ion Mode (TIM). With

such a model, there is no physics induced by the electrons, we particularly miss the

important destabilizing effects related to the electrons trapped in the local magnetic

mirrors resulting from the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field [6]. However, in a

first approach we will use this simple model because the computational cost of a full

kinetic description of electrons in a 3D configuration nowadays is too expensive.



2.1 The equilibrium

For a 3D static equilibrium with nested magnetic surfaces, i.e. the magnetic fluxes

are only function of the normalized radial variable s, the equilibrium magnetic field

B can be written in contravariant form as follows [31] :

B = VyxVx(s) + V $ ( s ) x W , (2.1)

where 27r%(s) and 2TT$(S) are respectively the poloidal and toroidal fluxes enclosed

between the magnetic axis (s = 0 where Vx = 0) and the magnetic surface labeled

s. <~p is the geometric toroidal angle and 6* the poloidal angle which makes the

magnetic field lines straight. In such an equilibrium, the magnetic field lines are

wound round the magnetic surfaces and their direction is given by h = B/B, where

B is the amplitude of the magnetic field.

We can define the normalized radial variable s as :

5 = $/$o, (2.2)

where <3>o is the value of the toroidal flux at the edge of the plasma (at s = 1). The

coordinates (s,0*,<p) define the PEST-1 system of magnetic coordinates [32].

By definition in the PEST-1 coordinates, the rotational transform i which mea-

sures the helical twist of the magnetic field lines, 2TU is the poloidal angle traversed

by a magnetic field line after one toroidal transit, is given by :

where q is the so-called safety factor. The magnetic shear s,

s da . .
* = - - T ' 2-4

qds

measures the variation of the safety factor from magnetic surfaces to magnetic sur-

faces.

We assume a collisionless neutral static plasma where the equilibrium ion density

no is equal to the electron density, Ti and Te are the equilibrium ion and electron
8



temperature, respectively, and the thermal velocity of the ions is given by vthi =

where m; is the ion mass. The ion cyclotron frequency is given by Q =

ii, where qi is the ion charge.

In such a plasma, particles are freely streaming along the magnetic field lines

and we assume that the plasma is homogeneous along the magnetic field lines, i.e.

B • VT{i,e} = 0 and B • Vn0 = 0. With the magnetic field given by eq. (2.1), Tu Te

and no are only function of s (eq. (2.2)), and we define the inverse scale lengths of

n0 and T* :

1 = 1 dno(s) 1 = 1 dTjjs)
Ln no(s) ds ' LT Ti(s) ds ' [ j

We shall see during this work that all these quantities q, s, LT and Ln which char-

acterize the equilibrium, play an important role in the study of the linear stability

of drift waves.

2.2 The gyrokinetic model

Using the usual gyrokinetic ordering, O(kxp) ~ 1, co/Q ~ k\\/k± ~ ecf)/Te ~ p/Ln ~

p/LT ~ O(e) and P/LB ~ O(€B), the gyrokinetic equations governing the ions are

derived from the Vlasov-Poisson equations by averaging them over the fast Larmor

motion [8]. Here, p is the ion Larmor radius, </> the electrostatic potential, k± the

component of the wave vector perpendicular to the magnetic field and LB is the

scale length of the magnetic variation, LB = B/\VB\. The gyrokinetic equations

are valid up to the order 0(e2),O(ee,e) and O(CB)- In our plasma, we thus assume

that all the equilibrium scale lengths are greater than the ion Larmor radius.

During this work, we only study the linear evolution of the perturbed part / of

the ion distribution function F = fo + €ff along the unperturbed trajectories of the

ion guiding centers, where /o is the equilibrium ion distribution function and ey is

the amplitude of the perturbation which is assumed to be small, e j < l .



2.2.1 The linearized gyrokinetic equations

Within the gyrokinetic model, and neglecting pressure effects, the equations for the

particle guiding centers are given by [8, 29, 33] :

1
dt ~ 2'
dV (2.8)

where R, v\\ and (i denote the position, the parallel component of the velocity of the

guiding center and the first adiabatic invariant \i — v\/2B, respectively. Here, v± is

the perpendicular component of the velocity. The position R of the guiding center is

related to the particle position x by : x = R + v x h/Q. The first term on the right-

hand side of eq. (2.6) describes the motion of the guiding center along the magnetic

field lines, the second one is the drift velocity, Vd, caused by the inhomogeneity of the

magnetic field and the curvature of the magnetic field lines, the gyrokinetic ordering

implies vd/vthi « 0{eB).

The perturbed part / of the ion distribution function evolves linearly according

to :

f(R,v{l^,t) = _ _ _ _ * . < £ ) _ (2.9)

-. VB

where (£) denotes the gyro-averaged electric field.

The perturbed ion density Hi is then given by :

7 dfo
n.:(x,t)= f

J

Here, a is the gyro-angle and we have 4> = </> — (0), where (0) is the gyroaveraged

potential :

(4>}(R,v\\,fj,,t) = — / da<f)(x,t)(R-x + p). (2.11)

Note that the gyro-averaged electric field in eq. (2.9) is given by (E) = —V(<f>).

10



2.2.2 Long wavelength approximations and closure

The second term in eq. (2.10) is the polarization drift, it measures the effects of

finite Larmor radius on the ion response, the polarization shielding. Because of this

term, the ions feel an electric field which is weaker than that felt by the electrons.

Unfortunately the polarization drift is described by an integral operator. However,

in the limit (kj_p)2 <C 1, one can expand the integral kernel [29], and the density

becomes :

Hi

Nevertheless, even when (k±p) < 1, Fivaz and Brunner have shown that this ap-

proximation seems to have only little effect on the growth rate and frequency of the

ITG driven mode [29, 6].

In a typical fusion plasma, the Debye length \r> is much smaller than the ion

Larmor radius, so using the gyrokinetic ordering, we can easily show that kXp <C 1.

In this limit, the system of equations is closed invoking quasi-neutrality n2- = ne.

Assuming the electron response to be adiabatic, the perturbed electron density is

given by :

,*) = f f(R,vll,fi,t)ô
3(R~x + p)BdRdadvlld^i + ̂ ±- [^±<l>] • (2-12)

ne = ^ (2.13)

and the Poisson equation now becomes :

~(f>-V±- [^Vj>] = jf(R,v\\,v±,t)6z(R-x + p)BdRdadv\\d(JL. (2.14)

The equations governing the ions (2.6-2.9) and the above Poisson equation (2.14)

coupled with equation (2.11) constitute the final system of equations of our model.

2.2.3 Choice of the equilibrium ion distribution function

In contrast with axisymmetric configurations, in a 3D geometry the equations of

motion of the guiding centers do not conserve an additional integral of motion, like

11



the toroidal canonical angular momentum in a tokamak [29]. Here, the equilib-

rium ion distribution function /o must be chosen following other criteria. Using the

conditions B • VTj = 0 and B • Vn0 = 0, we choose /o as a local Maxwellian,

2.3 The Ion Temperature Gradient driven mode

The gyrokinetic equations (2.6-2.9) and (2.14), though they provide the best suited

model for a physical study of the ITG driven modes, do not easily show the destabi-

lizing effects of the ion temperature gradient. In order to get a basic understanding

of this mode and the effects of the geometry on it, we use a simpler model based on

a fluid description of the ions [34]. With such a model, we miss the wave-particle in-

teractions, described by the second and third term on the right-hand side of eq.(2.9),

which control the value of k\\. Also we do not include the effects of trapped ions.

Nevertheless, this model will provide us the basic features of the ITG driven mode,

essentially its dependence on the magnetic inhomogeneity of the configuration.

2.3.1 The fluid model

We still assume a collisionless static neutral plasma which is homogeneous along

the magnetic field lines and consider only electrostatic perturbations of the ion

equilibrium fluid density no. The perturbed ion fluid density n and fluid velocity v

evolve according to :

ÔTI —*
— + V-(nov) = 0, (2.16)

dv -> -> ->
( V 0 vx B)-Vp. (2.17)

The electron response is adiabatic (eq.(2.13)), the perturbed ion pressure p is gov-

erned by the adiabatic law,

= 0, (2.18)

12



and the fluid motion is assumed to be incompressible. As in sec. 2.2.2, the system

of equations is closed invoking quasineutrality.

We apply this model in a very simple geometry [6], a circular large aspect ratio

tokamak, i.e. a/Ro <C 1. Here, a and i?o denote the minor and major radius of the

configuration, respectively. The magnetic field is given by :

S =
Ro+rcos{6

where r is the radial variable G [0, a] measuring the distance from the magnetic

axis r = 0. The symbols 9 and ip stand for the geometric poloidal angle and the

geometric toroidal angle, respectively.

Writing the time dependence of the perturbed quantities as e~lwt (UJ is com-

plex) and using the condition u/Vt ~ O(e), after a few algebra the above system of

equations now reads :

icjcj) = ^ L v - ( n o v ) , (2.20)

iup = -^ (V(/> x Vpo) • h, (2.21)

icjvi\ = h-Vp+— h-V<j>, (2.22)
rriin0 mi

v = v\\h + — (hxV(f> + i%V±(l>)+—5—hxVp. (2.23)
" B \ U / qBn

Note that in eq. (2.22) we retain only the h x V</> term (the Ê x B drift ) from eq.

(2.23), the others being of higher order. The equilibrium quantities no and po = nQTi

are only function of the radial variable r.

2.3.2 The local fluid dispersion relation

We first consider a monochromatic plane wave, <j> oc él(k'r~ut\ Putting this expression

back in eqs. (2.20-2.23) and assuming T; = Te, we then obtain the local fluid

dispersion relation :

2

UJ U

UJgj

CO / UJ
= 0, (2.24)
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where c2 = Te/m,i is the sound velocity, p* = cs/fl. The term k+_p* stems from

the fluid equivalent of the polarization density seen in eq. (2.10), it also measures

the effects of finite Larmor radius within the fluid model. The diamagnetic drift

frequencies w* and co* are given by :

c2
ske 1 dn0 t c2

ske 1 dp0

it n0 dr ^ il po dr

respectively, and < uigi > is the average drift frequency :

< U)gi > = < k • Vd > = -^-r-,

where the symbol <> denotes the average over a magnetic surface.

Let us examine a few limit cases. The first one is a straight cylindrical confi-

guration without inhomogeneities, un = uip =< uigi >= 0, the local dispersion

relation (eq. (2.24)) reduces to :

which is the dispersion relation of the ion acoustic waves. This relation implies that

ITG driven modes are ion acoustic waves destabilized by the inhomogeneity of the

plasma.

In the second case, we still consider the same cylinder with a flat density profile

but with a temperature gradient such as dpo/dr < 0. For simplicity, we assume

p* = 0, and eq. (2.24) now gives :

When ai* > UJ 3> k\\cs, this equation becomes a;3 = — (k\\cs)
2ui*. An unstable

oscillation can arise and is called the slab-ITG instability. The slab-ITG instability

is a hydrodynamic instability caused by the transport of the longitudinal energy of

the particles at right angles to J3, this transport of energy results from the coupling

of the ExB drift and the perpendicular diamagnetic current due to the temperature
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inhomogeneity of the plasma. We note that the slab-ITG is characterized by k\\ ̂  0

and is insensitive to the magnetic drifts.

Finally, we investigate the properties of the ITG driven mode in an inhomoge-

neous magnetic geometry, essentially the effects of toroidicity, now < cogi > ^ 0.

Still using eq. (2.24) with a flat density profile and a ion temperature gradient,

dpo/dr < 0, one obtains neglecting the finite Larmor effects :

U)

fc||C8\
2
 | <U)g

)
+ a " = 0 . (2.25)

uo ) oo

This equation still describes an instability driven by the perpendicular diamagnetic

current, however, in contrast with the slab-ITG instability, here an instability can

occur even if k\\ = 0. For such a mode, assuming oo* > oo X uogi >, the equation

(2.25) becomes :

co2 = - < oogi > UJ*P, (2.26)

and leads to an instability depending on the sign of the average drift frequency

< ugi >, the so-called toroidal-ITG instability. This feature is typical of an inter-

change instability. The toroidal-ITG driven mode is still due to the transport of

longitudinal energy across the magnetic surfaces, but this time, due to the com-

bined effects of the Ê x B drift and the magnetic drift vd (eq. (2.6)), both being

coupled with the perpendicular diamagnetic current. However, the toroidal-ITG

mode does not appear if the particle drift velocities and the diamagnetic current are

in opposite direction, i.e. the diamagnetic drift frequency w* and the drift frequency

Ugi have opposite signs. In a fusion plasma, the ion temperature is maximum at

the center of the configuration and decreases along the radial direction, therefore

co* has the same sign in all the configuration. On the other hand, the sign of cogi

is not constant. For example in a tokamak with k& > 0, it is positive in the inner

part of the configuration and negative in the outer part. Hence, the amplitude of

the toroidal-ITG modes is not constant, it tends to "balloon", i.e. the amplitude

of the mode is maximum in the region where u>giUi* > 0, the so-called region of
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unfavourable curvature, and is minimum in the region where ujgiu* < 0, the region

of favorable curvature. Obviously, the ballooning nature of the toroidal-ITG driven

mode cannot be treated using this simple local model, nevertheless it is able to make

appear this very important property of the ITG driven mode.

2.3.3 Results from the local kinetic theory

By definition, the fluid model breaks down when kinetic effects become important.

For drift waves we need a kinetic model when the phase velocities are of the same

order as the ion thermal velocity and the perpendicular wavelength of the mode

comes close to the ion Larmor radius.

The results mentioned here have been produced by Brunner [6] still neglecting

trapped ions. We note that the fluid limit of his local kinetic dispersion relation,

the eq. (2.34) in his thesis, is equivalent to our eq. (2.24) local relation dispersion

if we assume that the fluid pressure p = nT.

Fortunately, the kinetic model does not create any new class of ITG driven modes

and the subdivision of ITG modes into the slab and the toroidal modes remains still

valid with such a model. Logically, we learn from the local kinetic theory that only

the modes characterized by long parallel wavelengths k\\/k± <C 1 are destabilized.

However, in contrast with the fluid model, the growth rate of the slab mode is no

longer an increasing function of k\\, it reaches a maximum when k±p < 1, then

decreases due to finite Larmor effects. Similarly, the toroidal ITG mode has its

maximum growth rate for k±p ^ 0.5. We eventually note that the toroidal ITG

mode is more unstable than the slab ITG mode. The former can be destabilized

when k\\ = 0 and is not affected by the Landau damping along the magnetic field

lines.
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2.4 The Trapped Ion Mode

In a tokamak configuration, as the magnetic field lines coil round the magnetic

surfaces, the amplitude of the magnetic field B is not constant along the parallel

direction. This creates local magnetic mirrors along the magnetic field lines where

particles with low parallel velocities can be trapped [35].

In the circular tokamak configuration given by eq. (2.19), along a given magnetic

field line, one obtains :

B = £ o ( l - - ^ c o s ( 0 , ) ) , (2.27)

where (rj, 9i, <p{) denote the coordinates of the field line. In such a configuration r\ is

a constant and the amplitude of the magnetic field is only slowly modulated along

the field line. The oscillation frequency of the particles trapped along this line, the

ion bounce frequency ww, is roughly given by [35] :

( 2 '2 8 )

If the frequency of the ITG driven mode is smaller than the bounce frequency,

trapped ions strongly resonate with the wave, and a new type of instability arises,

the Trapped Ion Mode (TIM) [35, 6]. Assuming strong toroidal effects and a flat

density profile, the transition from the toroidal ITG to the TIM occurs when

UJ = y/u; < u)gi > « ubi => kep<J-£-v A . (2.29)

In a 3D configuration with nested magnetic surfaces, the structure of B along

the magnetic field line is more complicated [35] and can be schematically described

by:

ex l

where £(s, 9*,(p) represents the distance along the magnetic field line, e; -C 1, and

I is an integer number > 1. Such a magnetic field is characterized by / oscillations
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of amplitude e/. We now have to define at least I families of trapped particles,

each one being only trapped in the /st oscillation of B. However, the most unstable

ITG mode is our primary concern and its frequency is generally greater than the

maximum of the bounce frequencies oc ^ /Q . Hence, the condition (2.29) is not

verified. Nevertheless, we shall verify that the effect of trapped ions remains weak.

This is achieved by removing the mirroring term, V • h, from the equation of motion

of the ion guiding center (eq. 2.7). We then compare the results of both simulations,

with and without the mirroring term, and check whether they are identical.

2.5 The global linear gyrokinetic model in a 3D
configuration

As already mentioned in sec. 2.3.2, the spatial structure of the toroidal ITG mode

is strongly related to the structure of the drift frequency ugi, i.e. the structure

of the magnetic field, in all the configuration. This feature clearly appears in our

simple fluid model, equations (2.20-2.23), where the 1/B term is a key factor. Once

again, starting from these equations in the circular big aspect ratio tokamak (2.19),

we want to recover the global features of the ITG driven mode which will help

us to understand how to solve the global equations (2.6-2.9,2.14) in a fully 3D

configuration.

The fluid equations have already been globally solved by Maccio [34] in tokamaks,

using the global spectral method developed by Brunner [6]. We briefly present here

his results, the difficult calculations required by the global spectral method being

beyond the scope of this work.

The electrostatic potential is decomposed in a sum of toroidal waves,

i __ ST~" 1 Jikrr+mO+ivp-wt)
Y ~~ / j (r{kr,m)t- i

kr,m

where kr, m and n are the radial component of the wave vector, the poloidal wave

number and the toroidal wave number, respectively. Here due to the axisymmetry
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of the configuration, each toroidal wave number can be solved independently. In

this geometry, k\\ is given by [6]:

L (2.30)
" Roq

Global results show that the toroidal ITG is characterized by several poloidal wave

numbers m centered around nq, when q is the value of the safety factor where the

toroidal ITG is peaking. Here also, the most unstable mode is characterized by

k\\ K, 0. The coupling between the different poloidal wave numbers m is resulting

from the spatial structure of B along a magnetic surface. In this geometry it is given

in first approximation by :

sb) « W)(1+icosm)- (2-31)
Particularly, the cos(0) term creates a (m,m + 1) coupling between the different

poloidal components, i.e. it creates a coupling between the poloidal wavenumbers m

and ra+1. In contrast, the slab ITG is almost entirely characterized by one poloidal

wavenumber m. As predicted, this mode is insensitive to the drift frequency and is

then slightly affected by the magnetic structure of the geometry.

We can try to extrapolate these results obtained in a very simple 2D configuration

to the 3D systems. In such systems, obviously, the modulus of the magnetic field

B is a function of the 3 coordinates (s, #*,</?). The spectrum of B will provide us

informations about the expected couplings in a 3D system.

Considering a magnetic field B — ̂ m , n, 5m/)Tl'(s) cos(m'6*+n'(p), we will assume

that the amplitude of the Bmi>ni(s) coefficients is related to the intensity of the

coupling between the (m, n) and the (m + m',n + n') components of the ITG driven

mode. We will denote this coupling ((m, n),(m + m', n + n')).
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Chapter 3

Numerical implementation

The EUTERPE code is aimed at the investigation of the linear stability of ITG

driven modes in 3D magnetic configurations provided by the VMEC code [31]. We

have seen in chapter 2 that such modes are aligned with the magnetic field lines,

i.e. k\\/k± <C 1. These physical constraints, namely the multidimensionality of the

problem and the interchange-like nature of the ITG, will determine the numerical

techniques used in our code.

3.1 Main features of the EUTERPE code

3.1.1 The finite element-PIC method

With the current computational resources, the linearized 3D gyrokinetic equations

(2.6-2.9,2.11,2.14) have to be solved numerically using a Particle-In-Cell (PIC) me-

thod [36, 37]. Nowadays it is the less expensive scheme in comparison with other

ones which require to mesh all the phase space [38]. Within the PIC method, one

splits the phase space into Np small volumes, the so-called "particles" and the charge

due to each particle is assigned pointwise to a 3D spatial mesh. Hence, a velocity

grid is not needed and the 5D problem (R, v^fï) is then reduced to a 3D (R) + Np

one. However, the particle discreteness creates numerical noise which is proportional

to the square root of the number of particles per grid cell.

The charge density being represented on a grid, the 3D gyrokinetic Poisson equa-

tion (2.14) is solved using finite elements. Coupled with the PIC method, they pro-
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vide a standard energy conserving scheme [39] and a fast spatial convergence when

high order elements are used [29].

3.1.2 Filtering

The right-hand side of the discretized Poisson equation is Fourier filtered in the

poloidal and toroidal directions [29, 33]. Generally, we only keep the poloidal and

toroidal harmonics characterized by low values of k\\ and, as seen in sec. 2.5, the

harmonics resulting from the coupling induced by the magnetic field, the shape and

width of the Fourier filter being a function of the configuration. The filter is then an

important parameter of our simulations because it will govern the physics induced

in our configurations.

3.1.3 Choice of the systems of coordinates

The ITG driven modes being characterized by k\\/k± <C 1, we want to use a system

of coordinates for the electrostatic potential where this condition h • Vç!> « 0 will

be easily expressed. Hence, a magnetic system of coordinates (sm,9m,<pm) seems

to be the most natural choice for the representation of electrostatic potential <f>.

Furthermore, with such coordinates the grid is aligned with the magnetic surfaces

and the convergence to the solution is then significantly increased [29]. However,

magnetic coordinates being polar coordinates centered around the magnetic axis,

the differential operators are diverging at sm — 0. With the finite element method,

these singularities are usually well handled, but the integration of the equations of

motion in such coordinates is fastidious near the magnetic axis.

To avoid such difficulties, we express the particle position and velocity in the

toroidal system of coordinates (R,ip,Z). Furthermore, we shall see that the com-

putation of the gyroaveraged potential (4>) (eq. 2.11) becomes very simple in this

system of coordinates.

Therefore, working with two systems of coordinates, a magnetic one for the elec-

trostatic potential 4> and the toroidal one for the particles, we have to go back and
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forth from one system to the other. This is easily done if we choose one coordi-

nate to be the same in the two systems, because one of the equations denning the

transformation of coordinates becomes trivial. Practically, the 3D transformation

is reduced to a 2D problem. We then choose the PEST-1 system of coordinates

(s,9*,ip) [32] for the representation of the electrostatic potential <f>.

3.1.4 Extraction of the ballooning phase factor

We can further take advantage of the interchange nature of the ITG mode. Assuming

for simplicity a monochromatic wave characterized by a a poloidal wavenumber m

and a toroidal wavenumber n, we can write the electrostatic potential in the PEST-1

coordinates as :

X __ 1 J(nss+m6*+n<p-ujt)

where 0 is the amplitude of the wave and KS is the contravariant s-component of

k = KSVS + mV#* + nV(f. With the help of eqs. (2.1) and (2.3), the parallel wave

number k\\ is given by :

fcii = h-

= !
B \ p)

(3.1)5{m +
a

This equation is the equivalent of eq. (2.30) in a general configuration with nested

magnetic surfaces.

In a 3D configuration, the global ITG driven mode is characterized by several

poloidal and toroidal wavenumbers. However, the condition fty « 0 implies that the

dominant poloidal wavenumber mo is related to the dominant toroidal wavenumber

no by mo ~ — n^q. Following [29], we can rewrite the electrostatic potential as :

<f>(s, 9\ v, t) == Re fas, 6\ ip, t)eiS^^) , (3.2)
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where </> is the extracted potential and S the ballooning phase factor is given by :

(3.3)

Here, mo and no are integer numbers which are both input parameters of the code,

the ballooning phase S and the extracted electrostatic potential 4> a r e then periodic

functions of 6* and ip. Usually, we choose m0 ~ — noq(so), with q(s0) the safety

factor at s = So where the ion temperature gradient peaks.

Using the same transformation as in eq. (3.2) for the perturbed ion distribution

function / its equation of motion (2.9) can be written in terms of the extracted / :

^11 2

with S = V S • R where the dot denotes the total time derivative, R is the equation

of evolution of the particle guiding centers (2.6). Note that the equations of motion

(2.6-2.8) of the particle guiding centers are not affected by the transformation (3.2).

The extracted gyroaveraged electric field (E) is given by :

d a { i V S + V ) 4 > ( x , t ) S ( R x + p ) e \ (3.5)
27T Jo

Finally, the gyrokinetic Poisson equation (2.14) becomes :

^ [^ ,t)\ = fU(x,t), (3.6)

where

ni(x,t) = / BdRdadv\\dnf{R,v\\,v±)5\R-x + p)é{s{&]-s{-£)). (3.7)
Jo

As we solve only the slow spatial variation <j> of the potential, the total number of grid

points and particles is almost independent of the poloidal and toroidal wavenumbers

mo and n0. Hence, even for large values of mo and no simulations remain accessible.
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3.2 Discretization

We now present more precisely the discretization of the extracted linearized gyroki-

netic equations (2.6-2.8,3.4-3.7) solved by the EUTERPE code in 3D configurations.

3.2.1 The particle equations

The EUTERPE code uses an improved version of the PIC method, the so-called

of method [38, 40, 29, 33]. With this algorithm, only the perturbed part / of the

distribution function is discretized :

( 3" 8 )

where Np is the number of particles, p denotes the particle and wp(t) the weight

associated with this particle. The perturbed number of ions in the small phase

space volume Qp carried by the particle p is equal to wp(t) = Re(wp(t) exp(iSp(t))).

Since the gyrokinetic equations describe the motion of an incompressible fluid in

phase space [8], the small volume Qp is constant in time.

The particle trajectory (Rp(t), v\\p(t), fip(t)) is governed by the equation of motion

(2.6-2.8) and Sp(t) = mo#*(t) + nO(pp(t). At t — 0, the particle weights are initialized

randomly and the positions and velocities are chosen according to the equilibrium

density and temperature profiles. During the simulation, if a particle goes out the

configuration at (sp, Ô*, (pp), we reintroduce it into the plasma at (sp, —9*, <pp).

Inserting (3.8) into the equation of evolution of / (3.4), we obtain after integra-

tion in phase space over Q,p the time evolution of the particle weight wp along the

trajectory of the particle p :

T" l
.dS

£vT" l LU n

dt dt p

(Ë)xÊdf0

dR rm
(3.9)

2 x<9v, / x ' B2

p

With the help of eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), the right-hand side of Poisson's equation (3.6)
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is given by :

where pp(t) is the Larmor radius of the particle p.

3.2.2 The Poisson equation

The Poisson equation (3.6) is solved using a finite element approximation for the

extracted electrostatic potential 4>. Choosing splines as finite element basis and

the PEST-1 magnetic system of coordinates (s,6*,<p), the extracted electrostatic

potential is expressed as :

(3.11)

where A; is a product of spline functions Sh of order h [29],

? ' h (3.12)

In EUTERPE, linear, quadratic and cubic functions have been implemented.

The computational domain D covers only one period of the configuration. How-

ever we consider all the radial domain, i.e. D — {0 < s < 1,0 < 9* < 2TT,0 <

ip < 2TT/L}, where L is the number of periods. We use an equidistant mesh in every

direction x = (s,9*,tp) : xn — nAx,n = [0..nx] with n = (i,j,k), nx = (ns,ng*,nv)

and Ax = (l/ns, 2ir/ri0*, 27r/(Lnv?)). The total number of intervals is ns x n<?« x n^.

Following the standard procedure of the finite element method [41], the discrete

gyrokinetic Poisson equation and gyroaveraged electric field read :

^ m = fl[, (3.13)

Mm,i - J * \ ^

fë
^ r dakii^t) - x + pp{t))é^È^-s^\ (3.15)

2™ Jo
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(.E1) = / dot > <$/ u
27ry0 V L

where ^/g* is the Jacobian of the transformation (R, cp, Z) -» (s, 9*,(p).

The matrix M is complex and hermitian, eq. (3.14) is solved using a conjugate

gradient algorithm with a SSOR preconditioning. Since the matrix elements Mmj

do not vary in time, we only once assemble the matrix at the beginning of the

simulation. The extracted electrostatic potential is periodic in 0* and <p and we

impose the unicity of <j> at s = 0 and the Dirichlet condition 4> = 0 at s = 1.

The solver was implemented and parallelized with the help of the PETSc li-

brary [42], the configuration being decomposed in NPE equal sub-domains along

the toroidal direction, each of which is assigned to a a processor. Here, NPE is the

number of processors and the number of intervals nv has to be a multiple of NPE-

3.2.3 Gyroaver aging

Formally, using a plane wave decomposition (p(x, t) = J dkelk'x(f)(k, t), we can rewrite

eq. (2.11) as :

Mtâwil.M) = f c&M^iïfaQe**. (3.17)

Developing the Bessel function Jo in a finite Fourier série [43], in the limit k±p < 2,

we can approximate the above integral with a four-point discrete sum :

Pi), (3-18)

where R + pi are the equally distributed locations of the integration points on the

Larmor ring. Using this approximation and assuming (B8' /Bv)2 <C 1, the gyro-

averaging in eqs. (3.15-3.16) is performed in the poloidal plane (<p = const) rather

than in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field.

Accordingly, the operator Vj_ and the vector Vj_5 in eq. (3.14) are approximated

as the poloidal plane components (s, 0*) of the gradient and VS.

With this four-point averaging technique, computation of the gyroaveraged elec-

tric field becomes straightforward in the toroidal coordinates (R, ip, Z). The position
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of the four points is easily computed from the position of the particle guiding center

and the value of its Larmor radius.

3.2.4 Time integration

The equations of motion of the guiding center (2.6-2.8) and evolution of the weight

wp (3.9) are numerically integrated over time using an explicit predictor-corrector

scheme. The timestep At is constant and must verify coAt < 1, where u> is the highest

frequency encountered during the simulation. Here, with adiabatic electrons, u is

the frequency of the ITG mode, the timestep is then completely determined by the

studied physics.

Denoting with the subscript n the quantities evaluated at time t = nùd, we obtain

the particles positions, velocities and weights after the forward half (predictor) step :

wp

1 dt

) ,

where Tn
&, T£ and T^p are the right-hand side terms of eqs. (2.6), (2.7) and (3.9),

respectively. From Wp 2, we compute the electrostatic potential 4>n+ï (eq. 3.14).

Finally, after the centered forward full (corrector) step, we obtain at tn+1 :

fin+l =

n A-/- T1 2 .dt +-fn(1-e dt

During each step of the procedure, we have assumed that the time derivative of

the phase Sn = RnVSn remains constant. We are then able to partially integrate

analytically the eq. (3.9) using the method of the variation of the constant which

gives us the above equation of evolution of wp.
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3.3 Coupling with the VMEC code

The equilibrium magnetic field (2.1) and all other magnetic quantities required by

the gyrokinetic equations are provided by the 3D equilibrium code VMEC [31]. They

are computed in the (s,u,v) system of coordinates, where s is given by eq. (2.2),

v = (p is the geometric toroidal angle and u the poloidal variable is related to 6*

by [44] :

8* = u + \(s,u,v), (3.19)

where A is a periodic function of u and v with zero average over a magnetic surface.

The position of a guiding center (R, cp, Z) is expressed in the VMEC coordinates

(s, u,v) as

R = ^2 Rjn^nis) cos(mu — nLv), (3.20)
m,n

<p = v , (3.21)

Z = ^ Z m , n ( s ) s i n ( 7 r a / - n L u ) , (3.22)
m,n

with L the number of field periods of the configuration. The number of Fourier

harmonics m and n are both input parameters of VMEC.

The VMEC code computes the Rmtn(s) and Zm,ra(s) Fourier harmonics on a finite

number of magnetic surfaces Si,i = l..Ns, the Rm,n{s) and Zm^n{s) are only discrete

functions of s. It computes also the Ns Am,n Fourier harmonics, the À function being

given by :

A(s, u, v) = ^ \m,n(s) sin(mu — nLv). (3.23)
m,n

As particles are pushed in (R, ip, Z), we have to express all the magnetic quan-

tities needed by eqs. (2.6-2.8,3.9,3.14-3.16) in this system of coordinates. We thus

need to invert the system of three equations (3.20-3.22). We pre-compute all these

required quantities and store them on each point of a (R, (p, Z) grid which encloses

the plasma. Hence, using linear interpolation, we can easily and efficiently compute

all the equilibrium quantities needed by the gyrokinetic equations.
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3.3.1 Mapping from toroidal to VMEC coordinates

Let us denote (Rg, cpg, Zg) the coordinates of the grid point where we want to com-

pute the VMEC quantities required by the EUTERPE code. We want to find the

(sg,ug,Vg) coordinates such that (Rg,ipg, Zg) = E(sg,ug,vg), where E is the 3D

nonlinear function constituted by the equations (3.20-3.22).

Such a nonlinear problem can be solved using an algorithm aimed at the min-

imization of multidimensional functions, for example some of them are available

through the commercial NAG library. However, these algorithms are generally based

on iterative methods, one thus needs to provide an initial guess. For vg the choice

is trivial. One can use the geometric poloidal angle 9g as an initial guess for ug, 9g

being given by :

99(R9,^Zg) = tan"1 ( ^ - ^ M ) , (3.24)
\Kg- Kaxis{vg)/

with Raxis and Zaxis the position of the magnetic axis in the poloidal plane (pg = vg.

Unfortunately, with the radial variable s, we have to overcome several difficulties.

First, the grid point (Rg, <pg, Zg) can be outside the plasma, i.e. sg > 1, where the E

function is not defined. Second, inside the plasma, the function H is only a discrete

function of s. To determine this function at a radial position s ̂  Si,i = l..Ns,

we then have to interpolate the Rm,n and Zm^n harmonics which are not necessarily

continuous functions of s. Generally, the iterative procedure used by the minimiza-

tion algorithm fails if s ̂  Sj. Third, during the minimization of the H function,

the algorithm generally needs to compute this function in some intermediate points.

Near the magnetic axis, we then may be required to compute the H function for

negative values of s. Our algorithm must be able to treat these difficulties.

We proceed as follows : we first define a equidistant mesh in 9, the geometric

poloidal angle, of Ng grid points :

2TT
9k = (k-1)- -;k = l..Ne, (3.25)

i V0 — 1

and a 2D mesh (SJ, 6k); i = l..Ns, k = l..N$ of Ns x NQ points.
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In the poloidal plane cpg = vg = const, with the help of eqs. (3.20-3.22), we

compute the position of the Ns x Ne grid points, denoted {Ritk,Zi,k} '•

(3.26)
m,n

(3.27)
m,n

where u^ is such that

= 0. (3.28)

In other words, for a given magnetic surface s» and a given value of 0k, we have to

compute the root of the function £ defined above. We then have to invert the eqs.

(3.20-3.22). Here, however, we have reduced the 3D problem into a ID problem, the

function £ is only a function of u. The root is computed using the Newton-Raphson

method [47], we choose 9k as initial guess.

We now rewrite eqs (3.26-3.27) as :

k), (3.29)

Zi,k = Zaxis(vg)+p(si,9k,vg)sm(9k), (3.30)

where p(sj, 9k,vg) is computed for all the Ns x Ne points and is simply given by :

P(si,9k,vg) = yJ(Ri,k - Raxis(v9))
2 + {ZiJe - Zaxis{vg)f. (3.31)

We can define a new system of coordinates (p, 9, v) and the grid point (Rg, <pg, Zg)

can be expressed in these coordinates as :

Rg = Raxis(Vg)+p{Sg,0g,Vg)cOS(9g), (3.32)

Zg = Zaxis(vg) + p{sg,9g,vg)sm(9g). (3.33)

Following eq. (3.31), one obtains

Pg = ^/{R9 - Raxis(vg))
2 + {Zg - Zaxis{Vg)f. (3.34)
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We now want to find the four points on the grid (s», 0*) surrounding (Rg,Zg).

Denoting I the poloidal index such that 9\ < 9g < 9i+i, we easily find the four

neighbours given by :

p(sj,9i,vg) < pg < p(sj+l,9i,vg) (3.35)

p(sj,6i+1,vg) < pg < p(sj+u6i+i,vg). (3.36)

Finally, along the magnetic surfaces Sj and s J +i , we compute the roots of

flu,-) = 99- tan-1 ( j { ; - U»> V>\ ~ j ^ « \ ) = 0, (3.37)
3/ g \R{sj,ug,vg)-Raxis(vg)J y '

and

( Z(sj+1,Ug,Vg) - Zaxis(vg)\ _
7T7 ^ 7—7 u

\R(sj+l,Ug,Vg) - Raxis(Vg) '

which gives us two points at (SJ,UJ) and (SJ+I,UJ+I) aligned with the grid point

(Rg,cpg,Zg). Indeed, the three points are all characterized by 9 = 9g and then

belong to the 9g = const line.

We compute the required values F at (Rg, ipg, Zg) using a simple linear interpo-

lation between (SJ,UJ) and (SJ+I,UJ+I). With VMEC, however, some quantities like

the harmonics of the magnetic field Bm^n(s) are only computed at the middle of a

interval [s ,̂ s-j+i]. We also approximate them at Sj and Sj+1 using a linear interpola-

tion, i.e. Bm,n(sj) = {Bmyn(s^_i) + Bm>n(sj+i))/2. The final value F at (Rg,(pg,Zg)

is given by :

F(Rg,<Pg,Zg) = (l-w)F(sj,uj,v9)+wF(sj+1,uj+uvg) (3.39)

with

w = P9-p(Sj,0g,V9)

p(sj+i,9g,vg) — p(sj,9g,vg)

We can easily test the accuracy of the procedure by taking F = R (eq. 3.20) and

compare this value with Rg. With Ns = 97 and Ng = 128, the relative error,

(F — Rg)/Rg, is less than 1%. Note that we compute sg using the above equation.
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With these algorithm, computations are performed only on the Ns discrete mag-

netic surfaces s$ computed by VMEC. It is an important feature, because the com-

putations of the roots of the £ function are generally only possible on the discrete

magnetic surfaces Sj. Interpolations along s are then only performed at the end

of the process. Furthermore, the (p, 9, (p) system of coordinates being a polar sys-

tem of coordinates centered around the magnetic axis, we also avoid the problem

encountered around the magnetic axis by the direct resolution described above.

If the grid point (i?9, <pg, Zg) is outside the plasma, the relations (3.35) and (3.36)

are not verified. We then linearly extrapolate the required values F from the two

last discrete magnetic surfaces SNS-I and s^$. We finally obtain

F = ~ T-f-r -r- ^-~—^{pg-p(sNs,9g,vg))
P[SNs,Vg,Vg) - p{SNs-.i,Og,Vg)

where UNS-I and u^s are computed using eqs. (3.37) and (3.38) at s = SJVS_I and

s = SNS , respectively.

Let us emphasize that the mapping is performed in one poloidal plane <pg = vg —

const. With a grid of NR X (nv + 1) x Nz points, we then treat independently each

poloidal plane.

We do not store the PEST-1 poloidal variable d* on the (R, <p, Z) grid. With

this system of coordinates, a linear interpolation would give wrong results at the

magnetic axis {6* is not unique) and around the line 9* — 0, i.e. where 9* goes from

2TT to 0. With the help of eqs. (3.28) and (3.19), we easily compute the value of

9* on the points of the (si,9k) grid. For every poloidal plane, we then store these

values of 9*. Hence, in EUTERPE, when we need to compute the PEST-1 poloidal

coordinate of a particle #*, we compute first the value of sp using the (R, cp, Z) grid.

Then, still using linear interpolation, we compute the corresponding 9* with the help

of this (s, 9, <p) grid.

This algorithm has proven to be relatively robust even with realistic configu-

rations like QAS3 or HSX. Generally, we choose a grid of 100 x 65 x 100 points.
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If the VMEC equilibrium is well converged, the number of points where it fails is

smaller than 10. Usually, they are located near the edge of the configuration. With

such refractory points, we compute the required magnetic quantities using a bilinear

interpolation on the (R, (p = const, Z) mesh.

3.3.2 Reconstruction of the equilibrium in toroidal coordi-
nates

The magnetic quantities provided by VMEC are obviously expressed in the VMEC

system of coordinates (s,u, v). We also need to map them into the toroidal system

of coordinates (R,<p,Z). Furthermore, the Poisson equation (3.14) is solved in the

PEST-1 system of coordinates in EUTERPE. From VMEC's output, we have then to

recompute the Jacobian of the transformation y/g* from the toroidal to the PEST-1

coordinates and the basis vectors Vs and W*.

The PEST-1 coordinates are related to the toroidal coordinates through:

R = J2R*m',n>{s)C0S(m>e*-n'Lv), (3.40)
m' ,n'

<p = v , (3.41)

Z = J2Zm',n'(s)sm{m'e*-n'Lv), (3.42)
m',ra'

the R*n,tn,(s) and Z^,>n,(s) Fourier harmonics are obtained from VMEC's output

with [45] :

2 r2ir r2n Q^
Rm',n'(s) = w~ / / dudv{\ + —)R(s,u,v)cos(m'(u + \) - n'Lv)

Sm',0 Sn',o 7T / dudv(l + -z-)R(s, u, v)
2n Jo Jo du

2 ç2v Ç2IÏ Q^

Z*m,ni{s) = — / / dudv(l +—)Z(s,u,v)sm(m'(u + X)— n'Lv)

where L is the number of field periods in the device and ôij the Kronecker symbol.

Here R(s,u,v), Z(s,u,v) and the À function are given by (3.20), (3.22) and (3.23),

respectively.
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With the help of eq. (3.19), one obtains the Jacobian

where yfg is the Jacobian of the transformation (R, ip, Z) —y (s, w, v) computed

with the y/Smn(
s) Fourier harmonics provided by VMEC. Using the usual vector

relationships in curvilinear coordinates [46], the basis vectors are then given by :

- _ 1 dR dR _ 1 dR dR

1 dR dR
x âP <3-45)

/ 1 + |AX f u

The above partial derivatives are obtained following eqs. (3.40-3.42) and (3.20-3.22).

The derivatives with respect to s are computed numerically using a finite-difference

method [47]. However, R(s,u,v) and Z(s,u,v) are oc y/s near the magnetic axis

s = 0 and the derivatives begin to diverge. Therefore, for grid points near the

magnetic axis, i.e. sg < 0.05, the components of V#* are computed from surrounding

values on the mesh using a bicubic spline interpolation [47].

The metric coefficients being known, we can compute the other magnetic quan-

tities required by the gyrokinetic equations :

R -

K =

i

hz =

VB =

1 |r (7it .

[lu-1

1 /
B\

57

(dZ,
i

^ 5w

Bu +

3U +

as.
9u

dR
dv

dZ
dv

Vu
dB
—-
dv

u dv

where Bu and Bv are the contravariant components of the magnetic field B. Both

with the amplitude of the magnetic B are also provided by VMEC. Here again,
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dB/ds is diverging near the magnetic axis, we then also compute the components of
—*

V-B near the magnetic axis using the bicubic spline interpolation above mentioned.

With the help of the algorithm described in the previous section and the above

equations, we then store on each point of the (R, </?, Z) grid enclosing the plasma :

s, B, y/g*, V • h and the 3 components of Vs, W*, h and h x VB/B and the values

of 6* on the (s, Ô, ip) grid.
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Chapter 4

Validation

EUTERPE is a modified version of the global axisymmetric nonlinear code devel-

oped by Tran [33]. This former version is also a 3D code because the perturbed

part / of the ion distribution function is a function of the three spatial coordinates,

but the magnetic geometry is homogeneous in the toroidal direction, B = B(s,9*).

Therefore, the geometry does not induce any toroidal coupling and the Poisson

equation (3.6) is solved independently for each toroidal wavenumber. The axisym-

metric version has been successfully benchmarked against the GYGLES [29] and

GLOGYSTO codes [6].

In comparison with the former version, three elements of the EUTERPE code

are new. The Poisson equation is now a full 3D problem solved with the help of the

PETSc library, the code is coupled with the 3D MHD equilibrium code VMEC and

we have implemented the extraction of the ballooning phase factor. We then have

to validate these new features. However, we want to perform these benchmarks in

configurations where the spatial dependency of the driven ITG mode remains simple,

in other words characterized by one spatial symmetry.

The EUTERPE code is first benchmarked with an axisymmetric configuration

against the former version of the code. Then, we compare the results obtained by

our code and the helical version of the GYGLES code [28] in two helically symmetric

configurations, a L=2 stellarator and a straight Heliac [48].
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4.1 Comparison in a tokamak

The configuration considered during this benchmark is a tokamak with circular cross-

section characterized by a major radius RQ = 3m and an aspect ratio R/a = 2.2. The

equilibrium density no is constant and we choose the equilibrium ion temperature

where sx is a normalized radial variable defined with the poloidal flux sx = \/x/Xo,

Xo is the poloidal flux at the edge of the plasma. With the help of eqs (2.2) and

(2.3), sx is related to s by :

S2
X(S) = -Tds'tis'),

XoJo

with xo = fo ds't(s').

Here, KT = a/LT = 3.58 (eq. (2.5)), a/p(sxo) = 96, Asx = 0.42, Te(s) = Ti(sXo)

and the ion temperature gradient peaks at sXo = 0.5 = so — 0.18 where the safety

factor is equal to 2. Note that the magnetic quantities required by the axisymmetric

code and the EUTERPE code are provided by the MHD equilibrium CHEASE code

[49] and the VMEC code, respectively. Therefore, during this comparison, we also

test the mapping procedure presented in sec. (3.3).

Figure 4.1 shows the electrostatic potential obtained with the global axisymmet-

ric code and the EUTERPE code without extraction of the ballooning phase, i.e.

mo = no — 0 in (eq. 3.3). Here, due to the axisymmetry of the configuration, we

consider only one toroidal wavenumber. We then keep only the following modes :

{(m = —12 + i,n = 6),z = [—6,6]} by Fourier filtering the right-hand side of the

Poisson equation (3.15). We see the ITG mode peaking around s0 where k\\ oc m+nq

is small. The measured frequency and growth rate (also shown in figure 4.1) agree

well for both versions.

The same physical case is shown in fig. 4.2, using the extraction with mo = —12

and n0 = 6. Here, we keep the same modes as in fig. 4.1 : {(mo + i, n0), i = [—6,6]}.
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Figure 4.2 clearly shows the advantage of this procedure, the extracted electrostatic

potential 4> now is a slowly varying function of the poloidal angle. Here again, the

measured frequency and growth rate are in good agreement with the previous results.

The EUTERPE code is then successfully validated against the former version of

the code applying it to a tokamak configuration.

Simulations were performed with 64 points in each direction (s, 8*, (p) and 2 x 106

particles with 64 processors on a CRAY T3E. These are typical values needed by

a physical converged run in a tokamak (Appendix A). Each time step requires

0.5 milliseconds per particle and per processor, resulting in 4 hours of cpu-time.

This is only 40 % slower than the former version. The slow-down is mainly due

to the particles, because the parallel solver turns out to be unexpectedly fast in

these axisymmetric cases : when the number of processors is equal to the number of

poloidal planes, it converges in only 1 iteration. Hence, the resolution of Poisson's

equation takes only 10 % of the total computational time.

4.2 Comparisons in helically symmetric systems

We compare the results obtained with the EUTERPE code and the helical version

of the GYGLES code [28]. The helical GYGLES code is a 2D code aimed at the

investigation of ITG modes in helically symmetric configurations. It solves the same

linearized gyrokinetic equations, but particle trajectories are followed in a helical

system of coordinates (x',y'), with x' = rcos(Cft), y' = rsin((h), (h = 6 — hz, where

(r, 9, z) are the cylindrical coordinates, and h the helicity defining a helical period

length L = 2n/h.

In GYGLES, Poisson's equation is solved in the (sh,9h) magnetic coordinates,

s h is a normalized radial variable oc ip]j , where iph is the helical flux, and Oh is equal

to taxrl(y' /(x' — x'M)), (x'M, 0) is the position of the magnetic axis. The helical code

uses an analytical vacuum solution [48] for the magnetic configuration. By definition

of the rotational transform per helical period length [28] ih = ip'h/®' = ^ — 1, and
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Figure 4.1: Level surfaces of the electrostatic potential <f> in (R, Z) plane (dashed lines are
the magnetic surfaces at s = .2, .4, .6, .8,1) at ip = 0 and t = 200 O"1 obtained with the
former version (left) and EUTERPE without extraction (right).

co=3.82 ± 0.05 10~3 Q,y=1.82 + 0.05 10~3 w=3.82 ± 0.05 10"3 £2,y=1.82 ± 0.05 10~3 Q.
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Figure 4.2: Level surfaces of the real part of the extracted electrostatic potential </> (left)
and the reconstructed potential <j> = Re{^e^m°B"'+n°^) (right) in the (R, Z) plane at <p = 0
and t = 200 ft"1 obtained with EUTERPE. Here, m0 = -12 and n0 = 6.
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99.6 v*L[m]

Figure 4.3: Position of the last magnetic surface of the L=2 stellarator (left) and
the straight heliac (right) required by VMEC as input parameters. Here, v is the
geometric toroidal angle and the number of periods L = 100.

the relation between s and Sh is given by :

* • > = s') - 1),

where iph0 = J^ ds'{t(s') - 1).

During this benchmark, we use the following procedure : for a given helical

configuration, we obtain the positions of the last magnetic surface x'(sh — 1) and

y'(sh — 1) from which we compute the Fourier coefficients x'm and y'm such as :

x'(sh = 1) =

yl{sh = i) =

From these values, we compute the Rm,n(s = 1) and Zm:n{s = 1) Fourier harmonics
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required by VMEC as input parameters [31] using the following relations [50]

r' - v'

Xm ' Vm

We then recompute the configuration and provide VMEC's results to EUTERPE.

Thus we test also the interface between VMEC and our 3D code for a full 3D

problem.

Comparisons were performed with two cases, a straight L=2 stellarator and a

straight heliac configuration shown in fig. 4.3 with a helicity h = 1 m"1 and B = 1 T

at the magnetic axis. The equilibria computed by VMEC were centered at RQQ =

100 m with a number of field periods Nper equal to Roof h = 100; simulations were

performed over one field period.

In the helical system of coordinates, an ITG mode can be defined as [28] :

'kz"j3t\ (4.2)

where k = hn^ and n^ is the "helical" mode number. In helically symmetric systems,

components with different helical mode numbers are decoupled. This feature is used

in GYGLES with the choice of helical coordinates. However, in EUTERPE, the

choice of coordinates does not make use of the helical symmetry and thus a mode

characterized by a single helical mode number n^ is represented with several toroidal

mode numbers. With 9h = 9 — hz, z — ROfi (p and L = 2-ir/h = 27rR0fi/Nper, eq.

(4.2) becomes

m

We can then identify the toroidal wavenumbers per period using the above equa-

tion : n/Nper = — (m + n/J, where m is the poloidal mode number.

For the L=2 case (figure 4.4), the ion temperature gradient, still given by eq.

(2.5) but this time as function of Sh, peaks at s^o = 0.5 = SQ = 0.2, CL/LT = 10,
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Figure 4.4: Level surfaces of the electrostatic potential <f> in a straight L=2 configuration
obtained with the helical GYGLES code in the (x',y') plane (left) and EUTERPE in the
(R, Z) plane at ip = 0 (right). Dashed lines are the magnetic surfaces at Sh = -2, .4, .6, .8,1
(left) and s — .2, .4, .6, .8,1 (right). The ion temperature gradient peaks at s^o = 0.5 =
50 = 0.2.

Te(s) = Tj(so) = lkeV, q(so) = 5.5, and the density profile n0 is fiat. For a helical

wave number n^ = 4, GYGLES produces a mode with a dominant poloidal mode

number m — — 5 and a frequency and a growth rate equal to 139.5 kHz and 52 kHz,

respectively.

Keeping only the mode m0 = —5 and no/Nper = 1 during the simulation, the

frequency and the growth rate obtained with the 3D code agree well, being equal

to 139 kHz and 55 kHz, respectively. The global shape of the mode agrees also for

both codes, but the GYGLES code which solves the equations on a small portion

of the s/j-axis, here between s h = 0.3 and Sh = 0.7, provides a more precise picture

of the mode than EUTERPE which solves the problem in the whole radial domain

0 < s < 1.

Figure 4.5 shows the comparison for the heliac case, here nh = 4.2, the ion

temperature gradient peaks at Sho = 0.7 = so = 0.5, a/Lr — 10, Tj(so) = 4/cel7',

Te/Ti(so) = 0.1 + 0.9(1 — s\), the density profiles are fiat. We choose mo = —6 and

rtQ/Nper = 1.8 and we keep the following modes by filtering : — iNper),i =

[-4,4]}. The frequencies and growth rates 138 kHz and 40 kHz with GYGLES and

132 kHz and 34 kHz with EUTERPE agree well.

In fig. 4.6, we see once again the advantage of the extraction procedure, the

extracted electrostatic potential 0 is only characterized by one oscillation along
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Figure 4.5: Electrostatic potential (f> in a straight heliac obtained with GYGLES in the
{x',y') plane (left) and EUTERPE in the (R,Z) plane at ip = 0 (right). The ion temper-
ature gradient peaks at s^o = 0.7 = SQ = 0.5.
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Figure 4.6: Real part of the extracted potential (j> (left) and electrostatic potential 4> (center)
measured with EUTERPE in a straight heliac at s — 0.5 and ip = 0 as a function of 0*
and poloidal spectrum of <f>{s — 0.5, <p = 0) (right).
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9* when the spectrum of the electrostatic potential is dominated by the m = — 6

poloidal harmonic. Figure 4.6 shows also that this spectrum is well preserved by the

filter used during the simulation.

The simulations were performed with 4 x 106 particles and 64 points in each

direction (s,9*,ip), it required ~ 180 cpu-seconds per step with 64 processors on a

CRAY T3E. A simulation is performed at least during 200 timesteps, such a run

then requires fa 10 cpu-hours.

We conclude that the validation of EUTERPE in helically symmetric configura-

tions has been successful. This is an important result because we checked all the

tridimensional features of our code and the mapping procedure during this bench-

mark. Numerically, there is no difference between a fully 3D configuration and such

straight helically symmetric systems. The only difference lies in the physics induced

in these configurations. In helically symmetric configurations, we are able to de-

termine analytically the rules governing the filter, then the physics, because these

configurations are only 2D. We shall see in the next chapter how to determine the

filter in a full 3D geometry.
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Chapter 5

Results

We present here the first studies of global linear stability of ITG driven mode in

fully 3D configurations. We have investigated the properties of three different con-

figurations.

The first one is a tokamak perturbed with a helical boundary deformation. The

code having been successfully validated in tokamak and helically symmetric con-

figurations, we combine these two geometries into this first 3D configuration. As

we choose the amplitude and the shape of the helical deformation, it allows us to

easily study the influence of a 3D magnetic field on the ITG driven mode. This

configuration has practical value because it allows us to connect with results in the

circular cross section tokamak limit. The ideal MHD external kink, ballooning and

Mercier stability properties of such a system have been previously investigated [51].

We then present the results obtained for two realistic configurations, the Quasi-

Axially symmetric Stellarator with 3 field periods (QAS3) [52] and the Helically

Symmetric eXperiment (HSX) [13]. Both are 3D configurations characterized by a

quasi-symmetric magnetic field. In both configurations, we have investigated the

effects of the 3D plasma shape on the linear stability of the ITG driven mode.

We have then developed a sequence of configurations which vary from the quasi-

symmetric systems to the corresponding symmetric ones.

Note that during all our studies, the pressure effects are neglected, 0 = 0, the

equilibrium ion density no and the electron temperature Te(s) = Tj(s0) are constant.
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Figure 5.1: Amplitude of the largest Fourier harmonics B*m, n, (BQ0 is omitted) as a
function of s in the perturbed tokamak.

5.1 Tokamak perturbed with a helical boundary
deformation

In a tokamak configuration, as presented in sec. 2.5, the global poloidal structure of

the ITG driven mode is governed by the structure of the magnetic field in a simple

way. Starting from this 2D result, we first want to investigate a configuration where

we would easily detect the couplings resulting from the inhomogeneity of B.

Let us consider the following configuration characterized by :

Z(s = 1) = sin(0) + <$(sin(0) — sin(# — 2Nperip)),

where R(s = 1) and Z{s = 1) are the positions of the last magnetic surface, 6 is the

geometric poloidal angle and 5 is the amplitude of the boundary deformation. Such

a perturbation is called a L=2 deformation [48]. Here, we choose i?Oo = 4 m, the

number of field periods Nper — 4, the helicity of the perturbation being then equal

to h = 1 m~l. The safety factor profile q{s) is a parabolic function of sx.

With an amplitude S = 0.15, fig. 5.1 shows the spectrum of the amplitude of

(5.1)
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Figure 5.2: Level surfaces of the electrostatic potential <f> in (R, Z) at ip — 0 and t =
6000 Q.~l (left) and time evolution of the absolute value of the toroidal spectrum of the
potential measured at s = so and 6* = 0 (right) for the perturbed tokamak (8 = 0.15) (top)
and the tokamak (8 = 0) (bottom), we show here only the modes n = 6,10,14,18,22.

the magnetic field computed by VMEC in such a configuration. Here, the Fourier

harmonics B*m, n, are computed in the PEST-1 system of coordinates and are defined

as follows :

8 8

B{s,P,<p) = Y,Y,B*™',n>™s(rn'9*-Npern'<p). (5.2)
m'=0n'=-8

As expected with such a configuration, the spectrum of B is dominated by the B*>0,

B22 and B\2 Fourier coefficients, the B\^ coefficient is characteristic of a tokamak.

Therefore, in first approximation, B along a magnetic surface s0 is simply given by

l/B(s0) oc [1 + eTcos(0*) + ehl(cos(0* - Nper x 2ip) + eh2{cos{29* - Nper x
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Figure 5.3: Spectrum of the electrostatic potential <j> (right) measured at s = so for the
perturbed tokarnak. The spectrum is centered around (mo, no) — (—34.14).

with | e r | œ \ehl\ ^a |e/j2| < 1. We can then identify the expected couplings in our

geometry : ( (m,n) , (m + l , n ) ) , ( (m,n) , (m + 2 , n - 8)) and ((m,n),(m + l,n- 8))

between the components of the ITG driven mode. Accordingly, we define the filter

as :

{mU' = (m0 + i + j,n0 - jNper),i = [-6,6], j = [-8,8] (5.3)

where (rrn,nj) denote the toroidal and poloidal wavenumbers kept during the sim-

ulations.

Still given by eq. (4.1), the ion temperature gradient profile peaks at s0 = 0.4

where q(s0) = 2.45, a/LT = 3.6 and Asx = 0.21. In the tokamak case (5 = 0),

with these parameters and p(so) = lcm, the maximum growth rate is obtained with

n = 14 where k±p « 0.5 and is equal to 0.00208O"1 with a frequency = 0.0054Q"1.
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This is a typical feature of the toroidal ITG driven mode.

Figure 5.2 shows the result for a perturbation ô = 0.15 using the filter defined

above with (m0, n0) = (—34,14). Simulations have been performed over one period.

The ITG mode is now a 3D mode characterized by several toroidal modes numbers,

its spectrum is centered around the mode (—34,14) as shown in fig 5.3. Figure 5.2

shows also clearly the effects of such L=2 deformation where only toroidal compo-

nents satisfying mod(n —no, 2Nper) = 0 can couple with the component n0. They are

characterized by the same frequency and growth rate while the other components of

the mode grow only due to numerical noise. We show also the results obtained in the

tokamak case using the same filter. As expected in an axisymmetric configuration,

the ITG drift mode is characterized by only one toroidal component no-

However the growth rate and frequency of the 3D mode, which are equal to

0.0022fiT1 and 0.005fi~1, are not significantly modified by the helical deformation.

Furthermore, as shown in fig. 5.3, the coupling resulting from the helical deformation

is weak compared with the coupling induced by the toroidal effects, i.e. the effects

of the Bl0 Fourier harmonic. Consistently, fig. 5.2 shows also that the shape of

the mode is also slightly affected by the perturbation. For both cases, the mode is

ballooning in the outer part of the torus. This is largely because of the nature of the

toroidal ITG driven modes which are characterized by a long parallel wavelength

and k±p ~ 0.5. Furthermore, in both cases, the gradient of temperature lies in the

perpendicular plane to the magnetic field. Therefore, the resulting ITG modes are

more sensitive to the variation of B in the perpendicular plane (^ the (s, 6*) plane)

than along the magnetic field lines.

We applied also a L=3 helical boundary deformation [48] to a tokamak, keeping

the same equilibrium parameters. We again find that the shape, the growth rate

and the frequency of the mode are only slightly modified in comparison with the

tokamak case.
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With this simple case, we have performed the first 3D simulations of unstable

ITG driven modes. Furthermore, we have been able to determine the effect of a 3D

magnetic field on the ITG instability. However, with such a helical deformation, this

effect has turned out to be weak.

5.2 QAS3

1.5-

Y [mj
X[m]

Figure 5.4: Contour of the electrostatic potential over one period of QAS3. We show here
the mode mo = —24, no = 8 at s = so. Some magnetic surfaces intersections with poloidal
planes (dashed lines) and some magnetic field lines (continuous lines) are also represented.

Using the procedure developed with the former configuration, we investigate the

global linear stability of the ITG driven mode in the realistic QAS3 configuration

[52]. This configuration, shown in fig 5.4, is one of the candidates for the com-

pact hybrid configuration experiment presently developed at the Princeton Plasma

Physics Laboratory [14]. Note that in contrast with the 3D quasi-axisymmetric
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Figure 5.5: Amplitude of the largest Fourier harmonics B*m, n, as a function of s (BQ0 is
omitted) for QAS3 (left) and the safety factor q and the ion temperature profile as function
of s (right).

Figure 5.6: Frequency and growth rate of the ITG driven mode measured in QAS3 and
the equivalent tokamak (T = 0) as function of n^.

configurations [53] which are characterized by a magnetic field similar to those of

a tokamak, i.e. a spectrum of B dominated by the B*o component, the magnetic

structure of QAS3 shown in fig. 5.5 has also a strong BQ,I component, the so-called

mirror field component.
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For this spectrum, we define the following filter used during in the whole section :

(m^rij) = (m0 + i,n0 -jNper),i = [-6, 6], j = [-4,4]. (5.4)

where NpeT = 3. Figure 5.5 shows also that QAS3 has negative shear s, the safety

factor being then a decreasing function of 5. We choose an ion temperature gradient

peaking at so = 0.34 where q(so) ~ 3, KT = 5, Asx = 0.21, s(s0) — —0.43 and

p(s0) = lcm.

With the above parameters, the dispersion relation computed by EUTERPE

over one period of the configuration is represented in fig. 5.6. Here, the maximum

growth rate is not obtained with n = 8 where k±p ?s 0.5, but with n = 12. This

effect is due to the negative shear of the configuration and has already been observed

in tokamaks [6]. Furthermore, figs. 5.7 and 5.4 show that the ITG driven mode is

ballooning along all the torus in the outer part of the configuration, the so-called

region of unfavorable region. In this region, the amplitude of the magnetic field is

only slightly varying along the toroidal direction. Therefore, as shown in fig 5.8,

this mode is almost characterized by only one toroidal wavenumber as in a tokamak.

We have also verified that the most unstable mode n = 12 was not affected by

trapped particles. Using the rough approximation of the ion bounce frequency in

a tokamak (eq. 2.29), the transition from the TIM to the toroidal ITG occurs at

n = 3. Accordingly, the modes obtained with and without the mirror term (eq. 2.7)

in the equations of motion are identical, the frequency and the growth rate are not

affected by trapped ions.

In QAS3, the properties of the ITG driven mode seem then to be very similar to

those obtained in a tokamak. These results agree qualitatively with the local linear

kinetic results obtained by Rewoldt [27].

To validate this feature of QAS3, we develop a sequence of configurations ob-

tained by linearly varying the nonaxisymmetric Fourier coefficients of the surface of
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v = 0 v = 0.33 v = 0.65

R[m] R[m]

Figure 5.7: Level surfaces of the electrostatic potential <p measured at <p — 0,0.33,0.65
and vr/3 in QAS3 with IUQ — -24 and no — 8.

_0.B4

- 5

(n-na)/n=er

Figure 5.8: Same as fig. 5.3, but for QAS3 with mo = - 24 and no = 8.
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the plasma [54] :

RT(s = 1) = Yl ^'^'{s = 1) cos(m'0 - Npern'v) +
m',n'=O

T Y^j Rm',n'{s = 1) COs(m'9 - Npern'v)

ZT{s = 1) = Yl Zm\n'{s = 1) sm(m'd - Npern'v) +

T Y zm',n'{s = 1) sin(m'0 - Npern'v)

where Rm^ni(s — 1) and ZmijTli(s = 1) are the Fourier coefficients describing the edge

of QAS3, T is a scalar. When T = 0, we obtain a pure axisymmetric configuration,

the so-called equivalent tokamak. For all the configurations, we fix the safety factor

profile (fig. 5.5) and we almost keep the same number of Larmor radii along the

s-axis by adjusting the value of the ion temperature at s = s0.

The dispersion relation measured in the equivalent tokamak is also represented

in fig. 5.6, the frequencies and growth rates are very close to the values measured

in QAS3. In figure 5.9 are plotted the frequencies and growth rates of the modes

n = 8 and n = 12 as a function of T = (0., 0.25,0.5,0.75,1). It shows that for both

modes the frequency and growth rate are only slightly affected by the variation of

the shape of the plasma. Here again, as shown in fig. 5.10, the ITG driven mode

n = 8 is ballooning along all the torus in the outer part of all the configurations.

The properties of the ITG driven mode in QAS3 are only governed by the magnetic

shear s of the configuration.

However, our global results contradict the ballooning model which predicts a

strong influence of the local magnetic shear [55, 56] on the stability of drift waves in

stellarators [21, 26], a feature which is also known from global MHD stability [54].

In figure 5.11 we show the very pronounced distribution of the local shear in the

QAS3 configuration. Not much of this structure can, however, be detected in the

wave field of the ITG driven mode, fig. 5.12, in contrast to MHD global instability.

Furthermore, as already mentioned, the frequency and growth rate do almost not
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Figure 5.9: Frequency and growth rate of the ITG driven modes TLQ = 12 and
measured as function of T.
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Figure 5.10: Level surfaces of the electrostatic potential <fi measured at ip = 0 (top) and
TT/3 (bottom) as a function of T with mo = —24 and no — 8.
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Figure 5.11: Distribution of local shear in QAS3 at s
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Figure 5.12: Contour of the amplitude of the extracted potential <j> and the local shear
(continuous lines) as a function of <p (denoted v) and 6* at s = .so for T = 0,0.5 and
QAS3.
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depend on T and herice neither on the local shear.

The results presented here were obtained with 8 x 106 particles and 64 grid points

on each direction (s,9*,<p). One run requires ?» 25 cpu-hours with 64 processors of

a CRAY T3E and « 35 cpu-hours with 32 processors on a ORIGIN 2000. With the

current throughput of these computers, such a run then requires ?» 5 days on the

T3E and « 3 days on the ORIGIN.

5.3 HSX

0.2,

N |

-0.2 4-

1.4

1.2

O.B

0.6
0.4

0.2

X[m]
1.5

0.5

Y[m]

Figure 5.13: Same as in fig. 5.4, but in HSX. We show here the node mo = —9, no = 8
at s = so-

The HSX device shown in fig. 5.13 is a helical axis stellarator with 4 field

periods with quasi-helical symmetry. The spectrum of the magnetic field in HSX

is dominated by the B\x Fourier coefficient, B ?» B(s,8* — Nperip). The rotational
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transform is mainly provided by the helical magnetic field and is rather flat, q(s

= 0) « 0.95.

HSX co = 0.0034 fi"1 y = 0.0033 £T1

0.9 1.1 1.2
R[m]

1.3 1.4 1.5

Figure 5.14: Level surfaces of the electrostatic potential <\> in HSX. We show the mode
rriQ — —9, no = 8 at tp = 0 (right), -ïï/2Nper (top), ir/Nper (left) and 3ir/2Nper (bottom).

The ion temperature gradient peaks in the middle of the configuration, at s0 =

0.25 where q(s0) = 0.96 and p(s0) = 0.21cm f» (a)/71, where (a) is the averaged

minor radius of the configuration. We choose Asx — 0.21 and K? = 5.

Due to the strong helical symmetry of the magnetic field, we keep only the

following poloidal and toroidal wavenumbers :

(rUijTij) = (mQ + i,n0- iNper),i = [-6,6].

Figure 5.14 shows the mode (mo,no) = (—9,8) obtained by EUTERPE with these

parameters. In contrast with QAS3, the structure of the ITG driven mode is here

characterized by a strong toroidal variation |max(</>(<£ = -ïï/Nper))\/\max((j)((p =

0))| ~ 1.5. This property of the mode does not seem to be related to the magnetic

structure of HSX and neither to the trapped ion effects. Indeed, we obtain a similar
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toroidal variation of the mode by keeping only the mo and no wavenumbers, the

couplings induced by the magnetic field being then forbidden. Similarly, results

are identical without the mirror term (eq. 2.7) in the equations of motion of the

particles.

In order to understand this feature of HSX, we study the influence of the shape

of the plasma by varying the configuration from a quasi-helically to a helically sym-

metric system. This transformation is achieved by increasing the number of field

periods N, while the aspect ratio per period is kept constant [57]. The Fourier com-

ponents of the plasma surface of the final helically symmetric configuration are such

that :

7s = Rf

m,m—1 Jxm,m—1>

7f = -Pf

m,m+\ 1L

Here, we choose the following transformation :

f -

i * p e r — per

7f _ 7HSX
Î Ï 2 2 m ' n

R R
R - fhlhH m'n (M _

Ï22
f

per ivper
>HSX IATHSX

- NHSX) + Zs

[ M per ) + ^ m
i vper

— r>HSX HSX
— -n-0,0

where N£er = 100 is the number of field periods of the final configuration and the

subscript HSX denotes the parameters describing the plasma surface of the HSX

configuration. However, the q profiles vary during the transformation, we then have

to adjust the values of n0 to keep k\\ constant from a configuration to another one.

Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the shape on the ITG driven modes with TV = 35 and

N = 100. Note that we obtain a helical-ITG mode when ./V = 100. The growth rate

is almost constant while the frequency is an increasing function of N. Here again,

these results were obtained by keeping the same number of Larmor radii between

s = 0 and s = 1.

In figs. 5.17 and 5.18, we plot the modulus of the extracted potential </> along
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the magnetic surface So and compare its shape with those of the amplitude of the

magnetic field and the Jacobian ^/g*. When TV = 100, the helical symmetry of the

configuration is very well preserved by the EUTERPE code, the modulus of 4> is very

well aligned with the amplitude of the magnetic field and the Jacobian. With HSX,

the effects of the helical symmetric of the configuration are also well shown. But the

toroidal variation of <f> does not seem to be correlated with the shape of B. However,

it reaches its maximum (the central spot around <p = TT/4 and 6* = vr) where yjg* is

minimum. We represent the values of the Jacobian and B along the same magnetic

surface in fig. 5.19. The structure of the ITG driven mode results from the combined

effects of y/g* which is strongly varying along the toroidal direction and the almost

helical magnetic field. With N = 35, we can observe the transition between the

quasi-helical and helical systems. Here the mode is still strongly helical, but its

shape is also affected by the difference of structure between the Jacobian and the

amplitude of the magnetic field.

HSX being characterized by a helical magnetic axis, the structure of the Jacobian

results from the variation of the position of the magnetic axis along the toroidal

direction. As shown in fig. 5.14, the poloidal plane is centered around R — 1.45m at

(p = 0 whereas it is centered around R = 1.05m at cp = ir/Nper. The curvature drifts

are then stronger at the middle of the period. However, the effects of this feature

of HSX on the frequency and growth rate of the ITG driven mode are not clearly

established and require further simulations.
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Figure 5.15: Same as in fig. 5.14, but with N = 35

N=100 io = 0.00476Q" 1, y = 0.0032CT1
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Figure 5.16: Same as in fig. 5.14, but with N = 100.
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0 0,5 1 1.5 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0 0.02 0.04 0.06

Figure 5.17: Amplitude of the extracted potential <fi and B (continuous lines) as a function
of tp (denoted v) and 6* measured at s — SQ with N = 4 (HSX), N = 35 and N = 100.
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N " " "
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Figure 5.18: Amplitude of the extracted potential 4> and yfg* (continuous lines) measured
at s = 50 with N = 4 (HSX), N = 35 and N = 100.
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Figure 5.19: Amplitude of B and -^/g* at s = SQ as a function of 0* and <p in HSX
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

During this work we have developed the first global linear gyrokinetic code for com-

puting electrostatic drift waves instabilities in fully 3D magnetic configurations.

Benchmarks against the global nonlinear axisymmetric code and the helical linear

gyrokinetic GYGLES code have been successful. This result is very important be-

cause it validates all the tridimensional features of the EUTERPE code and the

mapping procedure between VMEC and our code.

We have then investigated the linear stability properties of ITG driven modes

in three different 3D configurations. Our model has revealed an interesting feature

of the ITG instability. In configurations with strong toroidal coupling, namely the

helically perturbed tokamak and the QAS3 configuration, results do not show a

strong effect resulting from the 3D geometry on the growth rate, the frequency

and the shape of the ITG driven mode. Furthermore, in contrast with ballooning

predictions, the influence of the local shear on ITG instability is weak whereas of

global shear is strong. Only HSX which is not dominated by toroidal effects has

shown a clear 3D effect related to the 3D shape of the plasma. However, here

again, this effect on the growth rate of the ITG driven mode has turned out to be

weak. Further simulations are required to validate this point, in particular in other

geometries like the quasi-isodynamic W7-X configuration [16].

However, the computational cost of the 3D simulations is relatively high, but

it could be reduced by considering only a smaller portion of the s-axis around the
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maximum of the ion temperature gradient. Furthermore, the physical model should

be improved by including a non adiabatic response of the electrons [35, 6] and an

equilibrium radial electric field [34]. Both have a strong destabilizing and stabilizing

influence on the ITG driven mode, respectively.
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Appendix A

Convergence study with the
number of particles

The number of toroidal mesh intervals n^ is essentially determined by the spatial

variation of the plasma shape. For typical 3D configurations, as shown in figs. (5.4-

5.13), the shape of the plasma governed by the equations (3.20-3.22) is characterized

by a toroidal spectrum — 8 < n < 8. Accordingly, we generally choose nv equal

to 64. Furthermore, the number of poloidal intervals XIQ has to be at least equal

to nv because of the parallel implementation of the numerical Fourier transform

used by the filter in EUTERPE. With the help of the extraction procedure, the

extracted electrostatic potential is generally characterized by a few oscillations in 6*

and (p. Therefore, with such a number of grid points the electrostatic potential is

well spatially converged.

We only show here the convergence of the growth rate and the frequency with

the number of particles measured in the tokamak and the L=2 stellarator presented

in sec. 4.
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the circular tokamak (mo — —12 and UQ = Q) and the L=2 stellarator (mo = —5 and
no = I) presented in sec. 4-
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